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Guidelines on standard DI
procedures addressed to persons 
with support needs while
in institutions
Introduction: It’s kind of difficult to close 
an institution while there are still people 
inside! Transition of people residing in 
institutions
Deinstitutionalisation (DI), or, more precisely, 
the transition from institutional to family and 
community-based care is not an easy process 
to plan and implement. However, its bene-
fits have been documented through decades 
of indisputable scientific evidence of better 
outcomes for service users and are long over-
due from a human’s rights viewpoint. Living in 
a regular home with personal belongings, close 
to relatives and friends, being able to choose 
and follow an individual routine and enjoy-
ing privacy are the prerequisites for a life in 
dignity. For these reasons, a paradigm change, 
away from the predominance of residential care 
to supported living and person-centered inte-
grated services in the community, is necessary.

The deinstitutionalisation process should entail 
the following steps:
• Assessing the current situation of services, 
• Developing a strategy and action plan and 

committing to it on all levels,
• Developing a wide range of community-based 

services,
• Establishing a legal framework, 
• Allocating financial, material, and human 

resources, 
• Developing the workforce,
• Making individual plans, 
• Supporting individuals and communities 

during transition, 
• Defining, monitoring and evaluating the new 

services.  

To those not familiar with the term, deinstitu-
tionalisation is often believed to be limited to 
the simple transfer of children or adults from 
institutions to community settings. This is only 
a small part of the process. Effectiveness of 
DI strategies is, however, largely reflected in 
successful transitions; safe and happy people 
transitioning are, in the end, the basic indi-
cators of success and reflect all prementioned 
elements of the deinstitutionalisation process.

The guidelines presented focus on the need to 
prepare and support children with or without 
disabilities, adults or older people for the tran-
sition based on person-centred plans while 
they are in institutions. The prerequisites for 
creating successful person-centred plans, as 
well as their implementation and revision are 
discussed. Person centred methodologies are 
presented through theory and examples. The 
goal of the transition from institutional to 
community care should be to improve service 
users’ quality of life (including all emotional, 
social, and physical aspects of the individual’s 
life1), and these guidelines aspire to contribute 
to this goal.

1 Unless a high quality is assured, community care can also result in a poor quality of life for service users and social 
exclusion.
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Who should read these guidelines?
The guidelines are aimed primarily at people 
currently working in private, public and church 
run institutions for children with or without 
disabilities, for adults with disabilities, and for 
older people in Greece. The guidelines focus 
on preparing people for family reunification, 
foster and adoptive families, community-based 
settings, supported or independent living. They 
focus on the need to develop person-centred 
plans, implement them successfully and moni-
tor their outcomes regularly. Even though the 
implementation plans will be mainly carried 
out by the scientific personnel of institutions 
and carers, the guidelines concern all people 
involved in the residents’ lives as they aspire to 
emphasise on providing a consensus that people 
benefit from person centred approaches and 
that a new culture and practice inside the insti-
tutions must be established before the move. 
Administrative staff and managers play a vital 
role in the implementation of the process as it 
will be their role to drive change, coordinate 
actions, provide administrative support and 
resources, monitor the process, and manage a 
possible crisis. Managers also serve as a link 
between institutions and policy makers. Policy 
makers can ensure continuity of interventions 
and make the legislative reforms necessary to 
facilitate it. The guidelines also target local and 
regional authorities in the sectors of health, 
education and welfare responsible for local 
service provision and management. The guide-
lines may also be useful for policy makers at a 
European level to grasp aspects of deinstitu-
tionalisation within a country-specific setting.

Who will (hopefully) benefit from the 
guidelines?
The Guidelines encompass three user groups 
that are commonly placed into institutional 
care in Greece: 
• children with and without disabilities; 
• people with disabilities; 
• older people.
Professionals currently working in institutions 
are also expected to benefit from the guidelines 
by valorising their work through new practices 
and viewpoints closer to the clients’ needs.
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Greece has no binding quality standards for 
social care services2, no regulations for the 
living conditions of people residing in insti-
tutions and no unified data or registration 
system of service users. Consequently, there 
is no reporting based on agreed standards, 
nor meaningful inspections of institutions3, 
or monitoring and evaluation of the range of 
services provided.

This chapter does not aspire to propose qual-
ity standards for the entirety of services linked 
to the deinstitutionalisation process.  Such 
a task would be rather pretentious and out of 
place. It merely hopes to stress the urgent need 
to ensure quality standards for procedures and 
services and highlight basic questions that 
should be addressed when planning and imple-
menting the transition of people from insti-
tutional to family or community-based care.  
Community-based settings and services should 
be established before making individual plans 
in order to minimise disruption of people’s lives 
and avoid setting them up for disappointment. 
Making plans that are not realistic due to lack of 
resources or community-based services, or that 
will not be implemented due to lack of commit-
ment and  management capacity, or not ensur-
ing they are monitored and evaluated in order 
to keep people safe will eventually harm the 
people they were initially set out to support.
  

Do we really want this to happen? 
A strategic vision is one of the most signifi-
cant factors behind the shift from impersonal 
medical centered service delivery to supported 
transition and must be harnessed by the govern-
ment to animate change4. Interdisciplinary 
and interagency cooperation of the Ministry of 
Social Welfare, the Ministry of Education, the 
Ministry of Health, and the Ministry of Interior 
Affairs along with Municipal and local authori-
ties, must be in place before the transition plans 
are prepared or executed.

Is everyone on board?  
Shared values between all stakeholders, such as 
a human rights approach and inclusion for ALL 
should underpin every step of the process.

Have we got all we need? 
Adequate material and human resources along 
with methodologies should be ensured before 
the transition process begins. Staff should be 
trained and periodically evaluated.  Resources 
to attain goals in all areas – medical issues, 
rehabilitation, general wellbeing of residents- 
useful tools as well as simplified processes for 
access to needed materials and resources -espe-
cially applicable to Public body entities5-  are 
prerequisites to initiating the process.

Doing it right: creating quality 
standards for the transition

2 The European Voluntary Quality Framework sets out four categories of quality principles: general principles for 
service provision (e.g. availability, affordability, comprehensiveness, person-centred approach), principles for the 
relationships between service providers and users (e.g. participation, empowerment and respect for users),  princi-
ples for the relationships between service providers, public authorities, social partners and other stakeholders (e.g. 
partnership and good governance), principles for human and physical capital (good working conditions, adequate 
infrastructure) 
3 Scarce inspections are carried out by the regional Social Services but the criteria for such inspections have to do 
with basic safety issues and infrastructure. There have been attempts to legislate standards for institutional settings 
in the past but to no avail. 
4 Mansell, J., Knapp, M., Beadle-Brown, J., & Beecham, J. (2007), Deinstitutionalisation and community living – 
outcomes and costs: report of a European Study. Volume 2: Main Report. Canterbury: Tizard Centre, University of 
Kent 
5 A ten-year-old in an institution had his birthday and his family- although with strong bonds to the child- could not 
attend due to financial issues. When asked if the institution can buy the bus tickets (at the cost of 3 euros for each 
person!) the response was that this category of expenses is not included in the institution’s budget provision).
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Are we in this together?
At the outset, it is vitally important that support 
workers really tune into the persons’ wishes 
and goals. This is crucial for finding out their 
wishes in the beginning but also in managing 
appropriate supports and finding appropriate 
workers and volunteers as the process evolves. 
The relationship between staff members and 
service users should be based on equality, 
mutual trust, and respect.

Are we keeping people safe and happy? 
The plan should encompass everything the 
person must have in order to be healthy and 
safe during the transition process.  Safeguard-
ing policies should be shared with those who 
will be providing support for the person long 
before the person leaves. It is advisable to 
develop a transition plan for each person, spell-
ing out how the person will move, who will be 
responsible at the time of transition for continu-
ity of support, and how problems will be solved.

How well did we do?  
No matter how well thought out a plan is, it is 
impossible to follow its implementation and 
evaluate its results without specific monitoring 
and evaluation procedures in place.
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What is out there to support 
the transition?

6 Law 4636/2019 - ΦΕΚ 169/Α/1-11-2019 
7 https://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=1112&intPageId=4565&langId=en&

Community-based services encompass a spec-
trum of services: mainstream services such 
as housing, healthcare, education, employ-
ment, leisure activities, substitute family care, 
family strengthening programs and special-
ised services including personal assistants and 
respite care. In the scope of the present text the 
focus will be placed on those services that can 
contribute to the transition of people from the 
institution to the community while	they	are	
still	in	the	institutions either by specifically 
supporting their health, education and employ-
ment options or generally broadening their 
knowledge of community life and offering them 
leisure opportunities outside the institution.

In Greece, free access to the Public	Health	
System for all citizens (even those who do not 
have insurance) is established.  Beneficiaries 
are entitled to hospitalisation, medical care 
in public hospitals and prescribed medica-
tion. Unfortunately, due to a recent change of 
law6,  migrant children whose legal guardians 
are not insured (asylum seekers) are denied the 
right to receive an AMKA (personal registra-
tion number) even when they are cared for by 
a public institution. Apart from making health-
care difficult, this makes the claim of possible 
disability benefits impossible which in turn 
makes the chances of finding a foster family 
for disabled children slimmer. When people in 
institutions must be hospitalised, there is diffi-

culty to ensure the presence of nurses to be at 
their side due to lack of existing staff and lack 
of flexibility to hire and pay private nurses. 
Consequently, when possible, people coming 
from institutions remain in hospitals alone or 
they are sent back to the institution before they 
have fully recovered. Doctors’ appointments 
for checking hearing and vision or rehabilita-
tion issues can be easily arranged and are free 
of charge.

The Ministry of Health, through the National 
Organisation of Health Services (EOPYY), reim-
burses a percentage of the expenses for wheel-
chairs and other rehabilitation equipment (that 
ranges depending on the beneficiary’s insur-
ance or lack of it), although expensive tools 
such as electric wheelchairs or prosthetics are 
not fully reimbursed. Unfortunately, it is not 
uncommon to find disabled or older people 
in institutions that do not own an appropri-
ate wheelchair or even one at all. Disability 
Assessment Centers7 (KEPA) are responsible for 
ensuring uniform health assessment in terms 
of determining the degree of disability. When 
preparing children or adults with disabilities 
for transition it is very helpful to get the official 
diagnosis from KEPA in a timely manner, as 
this opens the way to many disability benefits 
that will be useful when living in the commu-
nity either in supported living arrangements or 
independently. 

Mapping of community-based available options
for supporting people while in institutions

https://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=1112&intPageId=4565&langId=en&
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Early	 intervention	 programs are mostly 
private and get reimbursed by EOPPY through 
the parents’ insurances but, when it comes to 
children living in institutions, most programs 
are undertaken by the permanent staff. Conse-
quently, not all service users benefit from such 
interventions and the ones who do have little 
to no control or choice regarding their therapy 
sessions and do not profit from the contacts 
they could make through similar services in the 
community. 

As far as education is concerned, public schools 
in Greece are free and attending them is 
mandatory from kindergarten to lower second-
ary school. Preschool settings8 do not cover the 
demand and children in institutions usually 
do not attend preschool, except when the staff 
organises such settings inside the institution. 
Children	with	disabilities often fall through the 
cracks of the system and do not attend school at 
all9. When they do, they often stop after primary 
school. Disabled children in institutions are not 
given the chance to attend mainstream schools 
because the support to make this possible is 
missing.  The Greek education system has a 
system of assistant teachers appointed to chil-
dren with disabilities and school nurses or 
carers, but in order to be entitled to such accom-
modations, the child must be diagnosed by 
KESY10. The staff of KESY is not trained to evalu-
ate children from institutions and tend to easily 
send them to special schools without taking into 
account the deprivation of stimulation these 
children have had or the benefits of includ-
ing them in mainstream schools. Even when 
such services are approved, only an estimated 
30%-50% of the needs are covered by the Minis-
ter of Education. This, along with knowing that 
the support of a disabled child in a mainstream 

school is more demanding than in a segregated 
special school, discourages social workers in 
institutions from going through the process. 
Thus, the convenient solution of special schools 
is chosen predominately even if this is not in the 
best interest of the child. In the case of special 
schools, the Ministry of Education provides the 
free transfer of children with buses and taxis 
to and from school (although not always from 
the beginning of the year). In exceptional cases, 
when the children are enrolled in mainstream 
schools, the absence of drivers, vehicles, or 
personnel to accompany them also poses barri-
ers to them attending school regularly. Many 
schools are located inside institutional settings 
with detrimental consequences to the children’s 
social skills and education. When disabled 
children in institutions get as far as Second-
ary school, they have the following choices:   
Special Needs Gymnasium in the Lower Second-
ary cycle, and Special Needs Lyceum or Special 
Vocational Education and Training Schools in 
the Upper Secondary Cycle (EEEEK).

Children	and	youngsters	without	disabilities 
usually attend schools in the neighborhood 
but often struggle with prejudices and do not 
make the most of them. No matter the setting, 
schools and the connections a child can make 
through them to break the isolation of institu-
tions is invaluable and should be used to the 
maximum extent. Youngsters typically move 
out of institutions between 18 and 25 years old. 
Having the right education and making correct 
choices concerning studies or vocational train-
ing to maximise job opportunities and help 
them enter the job market is a crucial part of a 
successful transition to independent living and 
a matter that should not be taken lightly during 
their time in the institution. 

8 (i) Municipal Infant Care as from 2 months old up to 2,5 years, (ii) Municipal Infant /Child Care as from 2 months old 
up to 4 years and (iii) Childcare Centers as from 2.5 years up to the age of 4 
9 According to a research conducted by Action Aid, during the 2010-2011 school year, only 24,105 children with disa-
bilities attended ordinary Greek schools, while 7,656 children attended special schools. This means that out of the 
200,000 children with disabilities who are estimated to live in Greece, only 31,761 were able to attend school, the 
equivalent of 15%. Although official data is not available, and one should be critical towards the specifics of the 
research, a tendency to exclude disabled children from the school system is clearly demonstrated. 
https://www.actionaid.gr/media/452700/ekthesi-ereunas-actionaid-teliko.pdf 
10 Centers for Educational and Counselling Support (ΚΕΣΥ-public services) offer educational and psychosocial needs 
assessment, planning and implementing educational and psychosocial interventions as well as vocational goals, 
support for the overall work of schools, carrying out trainings and awareness raising actions in the community. 
https://www.minedu.gov.gr/publications/docs2018/EPAL_N_4547_FEK_102A_12-06-2018.pdf

https://www.actionaid.gr/media/452700/ekthesi-ereunas-actionaid-teliko.pdf
https://www.minedu.gov.gr/publications/docs2018/EPAL_N_4547_FEK_102A_12-06-2018.pdf
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Day	Care	Centers provide care and psychosocial 
support services for children with disabilities, 
enhancing their rehabilitation and independ-
ence. Creative	activity	centers (KDAP, KDAP-
meA11) and camps provided for children with12 
or without disabilities can be an important ally 
to people that are about to move out of institu-
tions for their personal development but also 
as a support service to foster or adoptive fami-
lies. In order to maximise leisure opportuni-
ties, residents of institutions could also benefit 
from Social	tourism	programs13. Municipal-
ity	athletic	or	leisure	activities are also very 
useful, but many activities are not accessible to 
disabled children and adults and lack of person-
nel prevents even those accepted from partici-
pating in them. 

Foster	care	and	adoption mainly concerns life 
outside the institution; however, it is important 
to note that attracting prospective foster carers 
or adoptive parents is an ongoing process. Espe-
cially in the case of disabled children interest 
to offer them a home usually comes as a natu-
ral step in a pre-established relationship14. This 
is another reason why giving disabled children 
the opportunity to safely encounter people 
outside the institution is vital. 

Employment rates for disabled people in 
Greece are extremely low15. Vocational train-
ing schools for disabled youngsters and adults 
have become a never-ending training program 
(many are placed time and time again in differ-
ent training programs) that do not lead to real 
job opportunities in most cases. Taking advan-
tage of specialised employment programs and 

making the link with local stores and services 
could result in job placements and be a valuable 
learning experience while reinforcing people’s 
autonomy and sense of worth. Once again, 
lack of staff and stereotypes regarding peoples’ 
impairment prevent this from happening. 

Benefits for older	 people (such as housing 
allowance, social solidarity allowance, disabil-
ity benefits, old-age pension) or services (such 
as domestic assistance to older people living 
alone) or programs (such as home modifica-
tion program for physical adjustments to their 
place of residence) could be a game-changer 
for older people to live independently or with 
some degree of support in the community and 
should be examined thoroughly in order to 
ensure sustainable transitions for each person. 
Services older people can use while in institu-
tions in order to create connections with their 
community and improve their quality of life 
are Municipal Open Protection Centers for the 
Elderly (Κ.Α.Π.Η), Day Care Centers for the 
Elderly (Κ.Η.Φ.Η.) and  Summer camps or Bath 
and Clay Therapy vacations for the Elderly. 
Participation in such programs and services 
should be encouraged. 

In conclusion, although community-based 
services in Greece are limited and scarce, 
actively reaching out to them could be proven 
beneficial for all parties involved. When prepar-
ing one’s transition, it is essential for institu-
tions to map the available services, make the 
link with the community and not persist the 
practice of keeping all services amidst their 
walls and limited-capacities.

11 A good practice initiated in 2018 in Greece was applying an ex-ante condition to have a percentage of 10% of benefi-
ciaries originating from institutions in order to be eligible for funding through European Social Funds. 
12 National Confederation of Association of Parents and Guardians of Disabled People  http://www.posgamea.gr/ 
https://www.actionaid.gr/media/452700/ekthesi-ereunas-actionaid-teliko.pdf 
13 Coupons by the Hellenic Tourism Organization: seven-day subsidized holidays provided for people with at least 
67% disability 
14 100% of the children currently in foster homes from an institution in Athens derived from connections with volun-
teers. 
15 According to the report of the National Confederation of Disabled People (NCDP) in 2018,  only 24% of disabled 
people between the ages 20-64 were employed (https://www.esamea.gr/publications/others/3732-2o-deltio-paratir-
itirioy-thematon-anapirias-tis-e-s-a)

http://www.posgamea.gr/
https://www.actionaid.gr/media/452700/ekthesi-ereunas-actionaid-teliko.pdf
https://www.esamea.gr/publications/others/3732-2o-deltio-paratiritirioy-thematon-anapirias-tis-e-s-a
https://www.esamea.gr/publications/others/3732-2o-deltio-paratiritirioy-thematon-anapirias-tis-e-s-a
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Individualised transition
to community plan

Getting started: What is person 
centred planning and what is its role in 
transitioning people to community life? 
When making the bridge between living in an 
institution and living in a family or the commu-
nity, it is of vital importance to prepare people 
in the best possible way. Positive changes in 
their lives, as indicated by thorough needs 
assessments, should not be postponed until 
they move into community settings but should 
be encouraged – to the extent possible- while 
the people are still in the institution. This will 
ensure that children with or without disabili-
ties, adults with disabilities and older people 
are at their best to make decisions and profit 
the maximum from the move allowing them to 
further flourish when in more suitable settings 
like their biological family, a foster or adoptive 
family, a small group home, supported or inde-
pendent living arrangements.

Practically this means that before setting out 
to create individualised person-centred plans, 
each individual should be empowered to 
communicate his/her wishes and all necessary 
medical and rehabilitation actions should be 
taken before hand. We cannot expect a disabled 
youngster to make an informed decision about 
his future when he does not own a wheelchair 
and his sense of autonomy is undermined by 
this fact, or when his understanding of commu-
nity life is restricted by his limited experiences.  

Due to years of abandonment, malpractice 
and understaffing of institutions, the best way 
to achieve this in the Greek context would be 
hiring a multidisciplinary group of highly 
trained professionals to work alongside the 
people already working in institutional settings. 
This group of professionals can help shift 
the current paradigm of care and promote a 
person-centred culture by setting the example. 
This group, depending on the settings and the 
needs of residents, may consist of social work-
ers, psychologists and therapists on a steady 
basis, and other professionals periodically. 

Low self-esteem and lack of experience or 
meaningful relationships may be the biggest 
challenges for people living in institutions.  
Assisting them in broadening their knowledge 
of the world, creating opportunities for choice 
and helping them gain power over their lives and 
relationships is very important and these issues 
should be tended to before the actual planning 
sessions take place. We cannot expect some-
one who has little to no experience of commu-
nity life or has never even decided upon what 
they want to eat to suddenly express an opinion 
about how, where and with whom they want to 
live. A group of professionals, possibly assisted 
by volunteers16, should undertake this task and 
then proceed to plan, implement and review 
person-centred plans. Peers and self-advocates 
can also take on an essential role at this stage. 

16 Volunteers can play an essential role in the process provided they are subject to a clear framework and safeguard-
ing policies are in place. Greece has no relevant law concerning volunteers in institutional settings. The Ombudsman 
for Children in Greece has made recommendations on the subject (in Greek) https://www.synigoros.gr/resources/
ethelontismos.pdf

https://www.synigoros.gr/resources/ethelontismos.pdf
https://www.synigoros.gr/resources/ethelontismos.pdf
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A person-centred planning process enables 
the persons and the ones supporting them to 
learn what is important to the person, their 
strengths, fears and dreams and how they 
wish to live their life now and in the future. It 
is a respectful process where the voice of the 
persons is heard and, as such, all information 
provided must be in a format that is meaning-
ful to them. Person-centred planning requires 
the support available to be responsive to the 
persons and is very results-oriented. The effec-
tiveness of person-centered planning is tested 
by real changes for the better in the person’s 
day to day life as a result.

In the following chapters, we will not only 
discuss the prerequisites of a successful 
person-centred planning process, but also pres-
ent the most common person-centred planning 
methodologies step by step: planning, imple-
menting, revising, and keeping them up to date. 

Key	differences	between	traditional	and	person-centered	planning	approaches

We will also discuss possible challenges and 
how to overcome them. Especially in an envi-
ronment that has been putting the systems’ 
needs above those of its users for decades, there 
will be celebrations and setbacks and recognis-
ing this fact can reduce possible frustration and 
reinforce the will to succeed17. 

In a nutshell, person-centred planning consists 
of a person ready to talk, people eager to listen to 
him or her, a clear vision of steps to be followed 
towards achieving the common goal, and the 
capacity to do so. Currently, in the Greek residen-
tial care system none of the above can be taken 
for granted and they even may seem unrealistic. 

However, sharing a common vision of trans-
forming residential care to community-based 
care amongst stakeholders along with the 
guidelines and the commitment to follow them 
makes it a dream within reach.

17 http://nda.ie/Good-practice/Guidelines/Guidelines-on-Person-Centered-Planning/Guidelines-on-Person-Centred-
Planning-format-versions/5-How-to-get-started-on-Person-Centred-Planning/

Adapted from Bradley 1994 
(Source: PERSON-CENTERED PLANNING APPROACHES: A LITERATURE REVIEW, prepared for Persons with Devel-
opmental Disabilities Central Alberta Community Board, Christine Becker, Robert)Pallin , May, 2001

Key	Question Traditional	Planning Person-Centered	Planning
Who is the person of concern? The client The citizen
What is the typical setting? A group home, adult training 

centre, special school.
A person's home, workplace or 
local school.

What is the model? Development/Behavioural Ordinary living
What are the services? Programs/interventions. Individualized supports.
How are services planned? Individual program plan 

based upon professional 
assessments.

Through a person centred 
plan.

What is given the highest 
priority?

Independence/skill 
Development/behaviour
Management

Self determination, relation-
ships and valued social roles.

What is the objective? To develop independence and 
change undesirable behav-
iours

To support the person to have 
the lifestyle that they chose in 
their local community.

http://nda.ie/Good-practice/Guidelines/Guidelines-on-Person-Centered-Planning/Guidelines-on-Person-Centred-Planning-format-versions/5-How-to-get-started-on-Person-Centred-Planning/
http://nda.ie/Good-practice/Guidelines/Guidelines-on-Person-Centered-Planning/Guidelines-on-Person-Centred-Planning-format-versions/5-How-to-get-started-on-Person-Centred-Planning/
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18 O’Brien, J and O’Brien, CL, eds., (2000) A little book about person centered planning, Canada: 
Inclusion Press, 2000

Setting the scene: Prerequisites of making 
meaningful person-centred plans for 
the transition from institutional to 
community settings. 

You	cannot	create	person	centred	plans	if	you	
do	not	think	in	a	person-centred	way!
If people who use services are to have posi-
tive control over their lives, if they are to have 
self-directed lives within their own commu-
nities then those who are around them, espe-
cially those who do the day-to-day work, need 
to have person-centered thinking skills. In 
person-centred environments, we must have a 
deep commitment to understand the individu-
als being served, respect them, recognise their 
inherent dignity and be open to be guided by 
the person without limiting preconceptions. We 
must be ready to struggle for achieving goals 
that may initially seem out of reach and flexible 
enough to be creative when searching for solu-
tions to problems. Integrity and loyalty to our 
values and the person for which we are devel-
oping the plan (the focus person) must lead our 
thoughts and actions. Person centred thinking 
goes way beyond a list of tools or techniques. It 
is a way of being and regarding our position in 
the world and our relationship with others.

Person centred thinking cannot be acquired 
overnight. Resistance is to be expected. The 
fear of the unknown may lead people to doubt 
new ways of working. According to J. O’Brien 
and C.L. O’Brien, “Those who want to, can 
find many ways to avoid engaging the tension 
between current standardised reality and a 
desirable individualised personal future. They 
can compare the best (or even worst) present to 
worse past conditions instead of comparing it 

to desirable future capacities. They can dismiss 
the image of a desirable future as unrealis-
tic. They can say that they would like to help 
but that powerful political, socio-economic, 
or other outside forces forbid them. They can 
stay busy with activities that allow no time to 
listen and learn from focus people”18. The goal 
is to convince even the most sceptical people of 
the necessity and efficiency of person-centred 
approaches and help them adopt them.  Unfor-
tunately, people who persist in outdated prac-
tices and stereotypes have no place in person 
centred planning.

Taking a step back: improving 
communication skills of people and 
empowering people to speak and 
supported decision making. 

“How	am	I	supposed	to	plan	anything	with	
her?	She	doesn’t	even	talk!”	
Person-centred planning is based on communi-
cation. A great part of succeeding is giving the 
person the tools to communicate effectively, 
especially if he/she has no verbal communi-
cation or limited understanding and/or social 
skills. Adequately preparing and facilitating 
staff to support people to think about their life, 
how they feel about it, how they might like to 
have it progress and to communicate it effec-
tively is essential for the process.

Children with or without disabilities, adults 
with disabilities and older people residing 
in institutions are exceptionally vulnerable 
and will most definitely need assistance with 
expressing their thoughts and comprehending 
their wishes.
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People with learning disabilities often have 
unidentified health needs that affect commu-
nication, such as hearing or vision impair-
ments, epilepsy, pain, and physical difficulties 
that make communication effortful. They may 
also take medication which affects their atten-
tion span.  These issues should be revisited and 
taken into consideration as not only do they 
make communication difficult, but they often 
lead to challenging behaviours. They may also 
pretend to understand or respond affirmatively 
to questions they have partially understood or 
not at all because they tend to be compliant. 
Often, when given a choice, they automatically 
answer with the last option presented to them. 
Simply rephrasing the questions in a different 
order will help us rule out this possibility.

Some people take longer to process what you 
are saying or may not be able to concentrate 
for long. Others may find physical movement 
or speech difficult so that it will take longer to 
respond. It is crucial to make sure to have the 
person’s undivided attention before engaging 
in conversation and speak in a clear and simple 
way while using visual aids such as pictures or 
videos or alternative communication methods 
such as signs or communication boards when 
this is helpful. For example, “Memory Boxes” 
(collections of meaningful artefacts and photos 
associated with events) or Life Story books 
can be used as the basis for conversation. A 
speech and language therapist is very helpful 
at this stage. Support staff must be observant 
and attentive to body language, check if they 
have understood correctly, avoid guessing and 
don’t be afraid to ask the person to repeat if 
they have not understood his/her response. Not 
being able to get his/her point through easily 
may be tiring or frustrating, but genuine inter-
est to understand them will be appreciated in 
the end. Children or older people might need 
similar accommodations according to their age 
and mental state.

The staff shouldn’t only aim for what they 
perceive as tremendous changes in commu-
nication skills but have an open eye for small 
wonders that affect a person’s life and the 
control they have over it. Sustaining eye contact 
or longing for touch of a person that was shying 
from human contact is nothing less than a mira-
cle and staff should appreciate such changes 
and get motivated by them.

An autistic 20 year old boy spent all day 
in his room in an institution for disa-
bled people doing nothing. He refused to 
go out except for scarce baths. He was fed 
and dressed by the nurses and spent all 
day in bed. When someone entered the 
room, he ran to the furthest corner and 
when approached he became anxious and 
sometimes aggressive. After gradually 
approaching him day by day he started 
trusting the staff member and interact-
ing with him. He started choosing what to 
wear and dressing himself. Over a period of 
six months, he felt more and more comfort-
able with the presence of people, exited his 
room, and started eating his lunch in the 
common area unassisted. At the dining 
table he was introduced to activities like 
puzzles and listening to music which he 
seemed to enjoy as well as a communica-
tion board. He gradually started making 
choices of what to eat, which activity to do 
and which song to listen to. During this 
time, he was also introduced to different 
people.  He even started using some words 
after years of silence and developed clear 
signs for saying yes and no. After two 
months he stepped outside the door into 
the garden. After getting acquainted with 
a car and driving around in the institu-
tion’s driveway for another month he felt 
ready to visit a local cafeteria where he 
chose to have a chocolate ice cream. The 
difficulty was, then, convincing him to 
return to the institution! This process was 
long and slow, but the end result compared 
to the prior state of this young man was 
well worth the time and effort. 

Genuine interest for what the person 
has to say, attentive observation and 
listening skills will set the base for 
successful communication. 

15
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“Everything	 is	 perfect.	 Just	 perfect.	 The	
nurses	really	love	us”:	Empowering	vulnera-
ble	groups	to	speak.
Often children with or without disabilities, 
adults with disabilities and older people living 
in institutions have lost all control of their life 
for so long that standing up for themselves or 
simply expressing their preferences, likes and 
dislikes is not an obvious task. In many cases, 
it isn’t even an option.  So many aspects of their 
everyday life rely entirely on the workers and 
contradicting them or questioning the care 
and support they offer can be intimidating.  
In order to empower people to speak, a safe 
environment must be created, where they are 
constantly supported and given the opportu-
nity to speak up through nurturing a culture of 
understanding and openness as well as putting 
standard procedures in place.
Kendrick made the distinction between trivial 
and substantive decision making for service 
users and proposed the following practical scal-
ing of the levels of authoritative personal deci-
sion-making into a spectrum from low to high19:

Level	 One: The person does not make any 
substantive decisions about their service.
Level	 Two: The person does not make any 
substantive decisions about their service, but 
the person is routinely informed about the deci-
sions others make on their behalf.
Level	Three: The person is routinely consulted, 
by the actual decision-makers, about his/her 
personal service decisions.
Level	 Four: The person routinely begins to 
personally make a significant minority (25%-
45%) of the substantive decisions that constitute 
their personal service. 
Level	 Five: The person routinely begins to 
personally make a significant majority (55%-
90%) of the substantive decisions.
Level	Six: The person is so routinely making 
the vast majority of key decisions that there is 
simply no meaningful empowerment issue.

In the Greek context, it is rare to see a service 
user exceed level one of empowerment even 
when decision making has to do with trivial 
aspects of everyday life. Teenagers, high func-
tioning disabled people or older people without 
dementia may be lucky enough to experience 
level two or even level three of the scale. Appar-
ently, there is much work to be done concerning 
empowerment.

19 Kendrick, M. Levels of Empowerment, Planet Advocacy, Issue Number 7, March 2004, pp 6-7
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20 United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, 
(CRC) (Article 12) states; “States Parties shall assure to the 
child who is capable of forming his or her own views the 
right to express those views freely in all matters affecting 
the child, the views of the child being given due weight in 
accordance with the age and maturity of the child“.

“Hm…should	 I	 get	 a	 burger	 or	 a	 salad?”:	
Supported	decision-making	
Children have the right to participate in deci-
sion-making according to their age and matu-
rity, even though legally they will not be the 
ones making the final decision20. The UN Guide-
lines for the Alternative Care of Children stip-
ulate children’s right to express their opinion 
on decisions about their life as long as they are 
respected and supported in doing so. Children 
should be adequately informed and encouraged 
to express themselves in ways that are mean-
ingful to them – pictures, poems, drama, photo-
graphs, as well as conventional discussions, 
interviews, and group work. A child is never 
too young to have a say in matters that regard 
him/her. Babies as young as three months old 
have been documented to rejecting prospective 
adoptive parents by seeming fussy or at unease, 
while the same babies did not object to connect-
ing with other couples.

Older children and care-leavers can gradu-
ally have a more significant say in matters that 
concern them. They should also be supported 
and participate actively in decisions about their 
transition. The process should begin well before 
the actual transition.

Older people and adults with disabilities are 
often regarded as incapable of making deci-
sions in their best interest because of their age 
or the nature of their impairment. However, 
supported decision making is based on the 
principle that all people are capable of making 
decisions regarding their life. The people 
supporting the decision-making process can 
either be the legal guardians of the person or 
anyone who cares about them and has their best 
interest at heart like teachers, staff members, 
extended family members, friends or volun-
teers. They should know the person well and 
ideally be available for a long period of time. All 
of us turn to people we trust to make decisions.  
Supported decision making is basically a more 
formal way of recognising this need, making 
sure everyone has a chance to fulfil this right in 
a way that is suitable for them and regulating 
the process through specific agreements and 
the use of existing tools.

A. is a 25-year-old tetraplegic young man 
who has been living in the same institu-
tion since he was abandoned by his family 
at the age of two. After attending primary 
school inside the institution no action 
was taken for him to continue his educa-
tion. When volunteers pressured the insti-
tution to enroll him in Secondary School 
their answer was that they see no point 
in him going to school. The exact words 
of staff members were “Why should he go 
to school? To change the ceiling he stares 
at all day?’.  A. is nonverbal, however he 
clearly has a very good understanding 
level and a deep desire to communicate 
even though, as with wanting to continue 
school, his voice is rarely heard. Recently, 
it was decided he would not be vacci-
nated for COVID-19 without asking him 
or providing explanation for this deci-
sion. In February 2020, an NGO working 
in the institution provided him with an 
eye tracking device and he started lessons 
with volunteers to use GRID in order to 
communicate. Through this he has openly 
and repeatedly expressed his will to get 
vaccinated and shared his feeling of fear 
and loneliness during the pandemic. The 
volunteers are currently trying to get this 
wish heard by staff members, who still 
doubt his capacity to make decisions. 

A useful tool to establish the degree 
and areas a person needs help with can 
be found at the following links:
www.supporteddecisionmaking.org/
sites/default/files/when_do_i_want_
support.pdf
Quality Trust for Individuals with 
Disabilities (www.DCQualityTrust.Org) 
and The National Resource Center for 
Supported Decision-Making (http://
www.supporteddecisionmaking.org).
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Everyone is welcome and needed: 
Participation of all involved and clarifying 
roles and responsibilities. 

A clear mandate from the management is 
important for creating the plans and even more 
so for implementing them. All staff workers 
should endorse person-centred thinking, no 
matter their level of involvement in the service 
user’s lives. From administrative employees to 
cleaning personnel or therapists and carers, an 
environment of ‘personcentredness’ should be 
cultivated.

The task of identifying key people in the life of 
people living in institutions - besides the insti-
tution’s employees- may be challenging, espe-
cially when those concerned are particularly 
isolated or not able to identify them themselves. 
A good idea would be to start with the caregiv-
ers who have an overview of the person’s daily 
life and ask what activities the person partici-
pates in or consult with the social worker who 
handles the person’s case in order to find out if 
he /she is in contact with any family members 
or if he/she receives visits from other people. 
The children’s parents should also be encour-

aged to participate when possible. Profession-
als shouldn’t assume they have no interest in 
reconnecting with their children21.

Clarifying roles and responsibilities (espe-
cially about leading the person-centred plan-
ning process both at a general and individual 
level) and identifying any training and support 
required is a crucial stage of the process. 
Whoever is driving the process will need to 
develop a very clear understanding of the key 
principles and processes of person-centred 
planning – and at least some methodologies 
for developing plans and strategies and putting 
them into action.

Identification of plan-facilitators who are 
adequately trained, experienced, and supported 
should also be done attentively.  Plan facilita-
tors should have the necessary organisational, 
observational and communication skills, 
knowledge of the local community, experience 
of gathering and recording evidence as well as 
the ability to self-reflect on their practice22.
The commitment of each participant in the 
process will constitute a key factor in determin-
ing its overall success.

21 In Bulgaria, as part of the major deinstitutionalization program, the government organized a comprehensive 
assessment of 1,800 children with disabilities living in institutions and of their families. The assessment found that 
53% of families wished to re-establish contact with their children, with a view to eventual reunification. European 
Expert Group on the Transition from Institutional to Community-based Care (2012), Common European Guidelines 
on the Transition from Institutional to Community-based Care 
22 A good facilitator understands and implements the logistical techniques of Person-Centered Planning, includ-
ing: · Supporting the focus person · Inviting appropriate group members · Fostering a welcoming environment that 
supports creativity · Graphics skills · Group facilitation skills 6. Fosters commitment and support from members of 
the support circle to the Person-Centered Planning process and the action plan. A good facilitator is Non-Judgmental, 
A Good Listener, Self-Confident, Flexible, Genuine and Hospitable (Amado, A. N. and Mc Bride, M. (2001), Increasing 
Person-Centered Thinking: Improving the Quality of Person-Centered Planning: A Manual for Person-Centered Plan-
ning Facilitators. Minneapolis, Minnesota: University of Minnesota, Institute on Community Integration)
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Tending to practical issues 

Creating a comfortable, accessible and inviting 
environment where the meeting will take place 
may be more of a challenge than imagined 
in institutions that are often space deprived. 
However, preparing a clean and cosy space 
is important. The room should be decorated 
nicely, labelled and signposted to help people 
become more independent – putting pictures 
or symbols on cupboards to show what’s inside; 
using tactile and visual lines to help people find 
their way. Well maintained spaces predispose 
us positively to talk and be heard.

The materials needed for carrying out the 
planning sessions should be purchased and in 
place for the meetings. Most materials needed 
are inexpensive like sheets of paper or mark-
ers. A board may be useful for brainstorming. 
More expensive equipment such as a computer, 
tablets, speakers and a projector are also useful.
 
Other aspects of the planning process that 
should be arranged beforehand include:

• Data collection and protection, confidential-
ity, storage, and access to plans, 

• Establishing communication between group 
members (progression of plans, problems 
encountered in implementing plans or 
changes to plans), 

• Maintaining and updating plans over time 
and changes in circumstances.

Not a one-off deal: Revision of 
Individualised plans

Revision of plans, monitoring and evaluation 
is an invaluable part of the DI procedures. It is 
important to understand that plans may need 
to be reviewed and adjusted from time to time 
to reflect changes in people and circumstances 
over time. Users should be able to request a 
review of their plan when there is a change 
in circumstances23. Any changes identified 

should be reflected in an updated care plan. 
This is particularly important for users leav-
ing an institutional setting to start living in the 
community, who may gain confidence, develop 
new skills and see their health improve. The 
review of the plan for children in alternative 
care will help determine the adequacy and 
necessity of the placement in the light of the 
child’s personal development and the devel-
opment in their family environment24. Regu-
lar feedback opportunities should be in place 
with the person, their family (if the person 
chooses so) and/or a circle of support to find 
out if they are satisfied with the person-centred 
plan and its implementation in areas such as 
goals achieved, levels of satisfaction, quality of 
life improvements, transitions, independence, 
employment supports, community involve-
ment, barriers, and complaints. The feedback 
can be gathered through formal and informal 
measures, such as dialogue with individuals 
using services, families and staff, face to face 
meetings, focus groups and surveys. The way in 
which person-centered planning is to be moni-
tored and evaluated should be decided before 
person centred planning begins25.

There are two key aspects of person-centred plan-
ning which require monitoring and evaluation: 

1. Plans (which represent the goals set):
How well does the plan reflect the individu-
al’s needs and desires? How clear is the plan?

2. Programs, processes and supporting struc-
tures (which represent the way of achieving 
the goals set):
Are all participants satisfied with the plans 
generated? Are the plans realistic and do they 
lead to action? Are the support mechanisms 
to realise the plans in place? Are people 
trying to put the plans into action? Is there a 
tangible link between plans and the delivery 
of services?

The key	question for the monitoring and eval-
uation process is whether the person is experi-
encing real and positive changes in his/her life.

23 European Expert Group on the Transition from Institutional to Community-based Care (2012), Common European 
Guidelines on the Transition from Institutional to Community-based Care 
24 Ibid. 
25 A useful starting point for looking at the whole area of monitoring and evaluation in relation to person centred 
planning might be the UK’s NWTDT’s ‘Framework for reviewing planning’, self-assessment of person centred poli-
cies and procedures using ‘The Agency Self-Assessment of Person-Centred Policies and Procedures Instrument’, the 
UK’s Valuing People Support Team’s ‘How good is our person centred planning framework?’ and, of course, seeking to 
obtain the views of individuals who have been through the person centred planning process, using, for example: 
the NDA’s ‘Ask Me Guidelines for effective consultation with people with disabilities’.
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There is a range of person-centred planning 
methods that can be used independently or 
combined, based on the age of the person, their 
abilities and the goals set.

It is important to acknowledge that the prac-
tice of person-centred planning is tempered by 
the fallibility of human judgement, the poten-
tial impingement of factors outside the control 
of the process on its success and the possibility 
that there will be setbacks along the way, and 
the fact that it will be necessary to allow some 
time for learning and adjustment. Commitment 
to underlying values, preparing properly, and 
staying true to methodology concerning imple-
mentation and revision of plans guarantees the 
best possible outcomes for those involved.

Essential Lifetime Planning

Essential lifestyle planning (ELP) was devel-
oped by Michael Smull and Susan Burke 
Harrison for the transition of people from 
institutions that were closing to their fami-
lies or other community settings26. ELP is 
a great tool to get to know someone and to 
begin building a team around him or her. 
ELP concentrates on the focus person’s life 
in the present and how it can be improved. It 
can be especially helpful when very little is 
known about a person or when he/she does not 

have close family or friendship connections. 
It can be a very effective way to start person-cen-
tred planning. It can help in learn who and what 
is important to the focus person, what support 
he or she needs in order to have a good quality 
of life, and the manner in which support should 
be provided on a day-to-day basis. It also can 
help identify what is not working for the focus 
person in his or her life at present.

What we have seen over the years is that 
nearly everyone in need of long-term services, 
who is in circumstances where others exer-
cise control, has what is ‘important for’ them 
addressed while what is important to them is 
often overlooked. Essential Lifestyle Planning 
aimed to discover and gain service provider 
agreement to address the simple but important 
issues for each person which, if ignored, lead 
to unhappiness. A growing community of prac-
tice around Essential Lifestyle Planning has 
generated an array of tools27 for discovering 
what matters to people, building a deep under-
standing of the rituals and routines that allow 
them to express their uniqueness, reviewing 
the quality of plans, incorporating the perspec-
tive of skilled service providers, dealing with 
conflicts, supporting necessary organisational 
changes, and bridging to other person-centred 
approaches as a person’s dreams grow bigger 
and stronger and a person’s relationships 
with potential allies grow wider and deeper. 

How do we get this done?
Methodology of person-centered 
planning step by step

26 All the people who we were asked to help return to their communities had been labelled as ‘not ready’ for life in the 
community and their records supported this impression. 
27 See proposed further readings for ELP and other person-centered methodologies
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Individual Service Design

Individual Service Design (ISD) works as an 
add-on to ELP, when ELP uncovers that the 
person wants a major part of his or her life to 
change (for example a new place to live or a 
very different support than what they are pres-
ently receiving).

The procedures are as follows: 
• Reviewing the ELP.
• Creating a picture of life for the person. 
• Exploring whom the person may want to live 

with.
• Exploring where the person may want to live. 
• Exploring how the person may want to spend 

the day. 
• Exploring what type of skills/characteristics 

the person may need/want in terms of who 
will provide the support. 

• Exploring what the support person may need. 
• Exploring options for housing and support. 
• Evaluating the options.

ISD applies some of the ideas of social role 
valorisation to the planning process. Service 
workers are encouraged to develop a deep 
sense of understanding and empathy for 
the focus person. The group examines the 
person’s history, and then looks for connec-
tions between the person’s experience and the 
social devaluation that coincides with insti-
tutional life. A clever way the group devel-
ops an understanding of the individual is 
through socially valued analogues. Groups 
contemplate how a life experience of the 
focus person compares with the same expe-
rience for a more valued citizen in society28. 

28 O’Brien, C.L. & O’Brien, J. (2000) The Origins of Person-Centered Planning A Community of Practice Perspective, 
Responsive Systems Associates
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CIRCLES
CIRCLES will give a quick picture of who is in 
your life and the role they play. It is useful to 
know who you can count on to become involved 
in certain activities in your life, or to notice when 
CIRCLES need to be filled especially during 
big changes in one’s life and crisis periods. 

CIRCLES goes beyond a simple mapping exer-
cise. It has to do with our way of being and the 
underlying concept of interdependency. Every-
one counts on many kinds of support from other 
people to get through the day29.  In the case of 
people living in institutions CIRCLES becomes 
of great importance. The focus of the group is to 
find and create ways for the vulnerable person 
to participate in her/his community.

CIRCLES can be a great base for other 
person-centred approaches since it revolves 
around the questions of who loves the focus 
person and which relationships should be 
sustained and thus can contribute to invit-
ing the right people to participate in other 
person-centred approaches30.

A CIRCLES session lasts from 15-60 minutes, 
depending on the depth of the exploration. 
Materials	needed:  Blank sheets for everyone 
present, pens.

STEP ONE
Introduction on Circles.

STEP TWO
The group draws four concentric circles and 
writes the focus person’s  name in the middle 
of the diagram.

STEP THREE
Explain the 'definitions' of the four circles and 
demonstrate with examples – preferably from 
your own life. It is important to note that circles 
are most easily filled from the outside in.

Definitions:
First	Circle:	Circle	of	Intimacy
Think about the people most intimate in your 
life - those you cannot imagine living without. 
Second	Circle:	Circle	of	Friendship
Think about good friends - those who almost 
made the first circle.
Third	Circle:	Circle	of	Participation
Recall people, organisations, and networks 
you are involved with. People or groups where 
you participate and encounter other people. 
Fourth	Circle:	Circle	of	Exchange
List people you pay to provide services in your 
life (medical professionals, tax accountants, 
mechanics, hairdressers, barbers, teachers, 
etc.) Note: People can be in more than one circle. 

STEP FOUR
Lead the group to fill in the names of people as 
they fit in each of the four circles.

Soft, gentle music provides a nice background 
for this exercise. Take time. Allow a minute or 
more for each circle. When the rustling starts, 
move quietly to the next circle.

STEP FIVE
Discuss the completed circles and brainstorm 
on ways to build relationships.

29 Charting Our Circles of Support, Inclusion Press, 2015https://inclusion.com/site/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/
charting-circles.PATH-MAPS-Wkbk-2015.Sept_.pdf#:~:text=Charting%20Our%20Circles%20of%20Support%20Every-
one%20counts%20on,Each%20of%20our%20relationships%20offers%20us%20the%20pos- 
30 Pearpoint, J. (2020), Circles of Support: How to… 2020, Inclusion Press. 
Available at: inclusion.com/site/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Circles-of-Support.How-to.cd_.pdf

https://inclusion.com/site/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Circles-of-Support.How-to.cd_.pdf
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PATH
PATH was developed by Jack Pearpoint, John 
O’Brien and Marsha Forest. It is a creative 
conversational planning process which draws 
on people’s capacities and wishes to imagine 
different futures and think backwards on how 
the envisaged futures can become reality. It 
presents an opportunity for the person at the 
centre, and, at his or her invitation, a number of 
people who s/he trusts, to give voice to the deep-
est and most heartfelt vision that they have for 
their own life and their life with others.

PATH emphasises on deep listening, creativ-
ity, collaboration, commitment-building and 
community-building and is very results-ori-
ented31.  The process involves the person 
himself, family, friends, community allies, 
service managers and service workers and it 
is clear all must collaborate to bring the future 
plans to fruition32.

There are two facilitators33 : the 'process' facili-
tator, who is responsible for leading and pacing 
the inquiry and tends to be more active, and 
the 'graphic' facilitator, who is responsible for 
capturing the ideas, discoveries, challenges 
and solutions in words and images and tends to 
be more receptive. It is the facilitators’ role to 
identify, disclose and avoid conflicts of interest, 
respect confidentiality and keep the person's 
interests, as expressed by the person.

There are 7 steps in the PATH process. Each 
step in the PATH process is concluded in an 
independent session.  A typical PATH usually 
involves a group of 5-10 individuals made up of 
the focus person and their family, friends and 
other professionals and support workers who 
know the focus person well.  Each session lasts 
for 90 minutes to 2 hours (possibly longer with 
larger groups). Materials needed are very simple: 
a large sheet of paper and some markers will do. 

31 The PATH Method, Person-Centered Ways to Build Community by John O’Brien, Jack Pearpoint & Lynda Kahn 
Available at: inclusion.com/path-maps-and-person-centered-planning/path/ 
32 David Wetherow (2013), Managing Potential Facilitator Conflicts of Interest in PATH and Other Forms of 
Person-Centered Planning 
33 The facilitator 1. Knows how to facilitate a person-centered plan. 2. Uses pacing to move the Person-Centered Plan-
ning process along at a rate that works for the focus person and the circle of support. 3. Uses good listening skills. 
4. Uses team work to enhance the effectiveness of the Person-Centered Planning process. 5. Resolves any conflict 
constructively. 6. Uses consensus building. 7. Fosters the self-determination of the focus person so the person-cen-
tered plan is created by and with them and not for them. 8. Builds relationships with the members of the circle of 
support so they will participate in the work of the action plan on an ongoing basis. 9. Helps the group CELEBRATE 
successes and accomplishments and grieve over upsets and breakdowns. For more see: Protocol Minnesota Depart-
ment of Human Services January (2017), Person-Centered, Informed Choice and Transition edocs.dhs.state.mn.us/
lfserver/Public/DHS-3825-ENG

Source: https://inclusive-solutions.com/training/person-centred-planning/

https://inclusion.com/path-maps-and-person-centered-planning/path/
https://edocs.dhs.state.mn.us/lfserver/Public/DHS-3825-ENG
https://edocs.dhs.state.mn.us/lfserver/Public/DHS-3825-ENG
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The 7 Steps are as follows:

STEP	ONE:	INTRODUCTION	and	SETTING	THE	
GROUND RULES34.

STEP	TWO:	CREATING	the	DREAM
The PATH begins by asking the person to 
imagine what a good life for them would look 
like and what is dearest to them in terms of 
goals for the future. At this stage, no limitations 
are imposed on the person’s dreams. The other 
participants in the group build on the vision. 
When the person involved has poor communi-
cation skills the other people’s role in setting 
the dream becomes more challenging but also 
more crucial. Even for a person labelled as 
severely mentally impaired with little or no 
obvious communication skills, we would be 
surprised with the things people who care for 
him/her can put together and get a better idea 
of their dream. This is the longest step and sets 
the direction for the rest of the PATH.

STEP	THREE:	ONE	YEAR	FROM	NOW
‘Positive and Possible’. During this session, 
the people in the group are invited to imagine 
that a year has passed since the vision was 
created. Then they are encouraged to look back 
on the past year and remember which steps 
have been taken towards realising the focus 
person’s dream. This session isn’t about dream-
ing but identifying steps that are possible (they 
could have happened) and positive (we are only 
remembering the good times). This step helps 
the group envisage what it would be like if they 
were actually in the process of realising the 
person’s dream.

34 Example of ground rules: 1. The right people are here 2. It begins when it begins and ends when it ends 3. Do what 
you need to do to be here 4. Whatever happens is the only thing that could have happened 5. Be nice or get out.

STEP FOUR: GROUNDING IT IN THE NOW
This step aims to connect the vision to reality at 
present in relation to the desired future. It is a 
conversation about where the group is starting 
from. The next steps are focused on the actions 
that need to be taken in the future in order to 
get to the desired outcomes.

STEP FIVE: WHO DO WE NEED TO ENROLL 
During this session, people discuss their role 
in the focus person’s future and commit to it. 
At this stage, names of other people that do 
not currently belong to the group but would 
enhance it are given for future invitation.

STEP	SIX:	WHAT	WILL	IT	TAKE?
This session helps the group talk about what 
they must do to take steps toward the desirable 
path ahead. The session also includes naming 
what skills and capacities they already have 
and can put to work as well as the relationships, 
knowledge and skills they will need to develop.

STEP SEVEN: ACTIONS
This final step gets the group to identify the 
next steps. The focus will move between things 
that can be done tomorrow and things that can 
be achieved in a week or a month’s time. The 
facilitators will document who will act, what 
they will do, and when. Agreement will also be 
made on when progress will be reviewed.

The PATH process ends with a round of words 
and reflections from the group on the work 
they have just done together, and the completed 
PATH is photographed, taken down from the 
wall, rolled up and presented to the pathfinder. 
(inclusive-solutions.com/product/path-process-
step-by-step-guide/)

https://inclusive-solutions.com/product/path-process-step-by-step-guide/
https://inclusive-solutions.com/product/path-process-step-by-step-guide/
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MAPS
MAPS is a creative planning tool35 (developed by 
Judith Snow, Jack Pearpoint, John O’Brien and 
Marsha Forest) that uses graphic facilitation. 
Although MAPS originated in the ‘disability’ 
sector, its applications cover the full spectrum 
of life situations. MAPS work well at times of 
transition. MAPS uses a person’s story to be 
able to discover a dream, direction and steps to 
a desirable future. It requires skilled facilitation 
by two facilitators – in order to make it safe for 
the MAP finder.

There are 8 steps in a MAPS session that lasts 
for 90’ to 2 hours (possibly longer with larger 
groups). A typical MAPS session usually 
involves a group of 5-10 individuals made up of 
the MAP maker and their family, friends and 
other professionals and support workers who 
know the focus person well.

The 8 Steps and the questions associated with 
them are as follows:

WHAT	IS	A	MAP?
This question sets the context for the session. Its 
goal is to make the people involved think about 
what a good MAP entails in order to create one 
together.

What	is	THE	STORY	SO	FAR?
The person is asked to talk about his/her 
personal history so far. If needed, the facilitator 
uses questions to prompt the group for answers. 
Visual prompts such a videos or pictures can be 
very useful for sharing relevant information. 
When this is completed, the facilitator reviews 
with the group what has been recorded. The 
group also reflects on what has not been done 
correctly in the past and what can be done 
differently in the future.

What	is	THE	DREAM?
This step is all about dreaming about the future. 
The facilitator asks the young person first, then 
the rest of the group and encourages the group 
to think about short- and long-term dreams and 
possibilities for the future. This could be kept 
open ended or can be focused on the 5 pathways 
to an independent future: ∙ Lifelong Learning ∙ 
Relationships ∙ Leisure Opportunities ∙ Employ-
ment ∙ Independent Living36. Not all dreams are 
realistic, but in MAPs dreams are not judged. 
Some dreams may not play out the way they are 
expected, but pieces of them may be acted on37.

What	is	THE	NIGHTMARE?
This step gives everyone the opportunity to 
vocalise fears for the person, especially those 

35 “MAPs are tools held in the hand of a creative facilitator who can truly listen and hear the dream and cry of pain of 
people or groups who have been rejected overtly or covertly” Forest M, O’Brien J and Pearpoint J, ’PATH: A workbook 
for planning positive, possible futures‘ (Toronto Inclusion Press) 
36 Person Centred Planning Regional SEN Transition to Employment Initiative, S. Beyer et al., September 2014 
37 For example, a person without previous education may dream of becoming a surgeon. When digging deeper into 
this dream we may discover that what the person really wants is to be respected the way he sees the doctors being 
respected in the environment he lives in.
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that may make his dream difficult to realise. 
Fears can be specific, like ‘getting hit by a car’, 
or more general like ‘being alone’. It is impor-
tant to know what we want to avoid but we 
shouldn’t dwell on this step (5 minutes approx-
imately).

NAMING	GIFTS
Participants are expected to describe the 
person through questions about favorite activ-
ities, hobbies, foods, their skills and abilities, 
strengths and weaknesses. The group also 
focuses on an essential gift and how to support it. 

WHAT	WILL	IT	TAKE?
During this step, people identify actions to 
be taken in order to begin to move away from 
the nightmare and towards the Dream. This 
step asks the group to identify the needs of the 

person. Needs could include courses that need 
to be attended, adaptive equipment, help find-
ing a job or activity to develop self-confidence.

What	ACTION	AGREEMENTS
can	we	make	now?
This step asks for specifics: What will our next 
steps be? Who will do it? By when will it be 
done? How will we check progress?

The MAP process ends with a round of feelings, 
appreciations or reflections from the group 
on the work they have just done together. The 
completed MAP is photographed, taken down 
from the wall, rolled up and presented to the 
focus person and their family (https://inclu-
sive-solutions.com/product/maps-process-step-
by-step-guide/).

Source: https://inclusion.com/path-maps-and-person-centered-planning/maps_planning/

https://inclusive-solutions.com/product/maps-process-step-by-step-guide/
https://inclusive-solutions.com/product/maps-process-step-by-step-guide/
https://inclusive-solutions.com/product/maps-process-step-by-step-guide/
https://inclusion.com/path-maps-and-person-centered-planning/maps_planning/
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Personal Futures Planning
Personal Futures Planning, developed by Beth 
Mount and John O‘Brien , contains a series of 
six tasks designed to help find capacities in indi-
viduals, identify options in their communities, 
and develop supports and services that will 
meet each individual’s strengths and needs.

Personal Futures Planning is a very thorough 
planning system: it not only seeks to learn more 
about the person’s life (which PATH does not 
do), but also works at achieving the person’s 
vision (unlike Essential Lifestyle Planning 
which focuses on achieving a lifestyle that will 
work for the individual now). It is effective for 
looking at what aspects of a person’s life are 
working well at the present, and then building 
on them towards a desirable future. Although 
it does not provide details about what a person 
requires on a day-to-day basis, it does provide 
an excellent overview of the individual from 
which areas of concern can be considered. 
A unique way that PFP defines the vision is by 
insisting that organisational and system change 
is necessary for any vision to be achieved.
 

It is based on ‘6 Windows of Change’, which 
reflect six of the maps or tools of Personal 
Futures Planning38. Each ‘Window’ provides 
tasks to complete and boxes to record the infor-
mation in. There are some graphics and quotes. 
This is written in a format that requires some-
one to read the material with a person and 
support them to complete it:

The	1st	Window
‘This is my Question, Listening to Hope’, helps 
the person identify what they want to change 
and invite a friend or supporter to help them to 
explore this.

The	2nd	Window
 ‘These are my friends and supporters - expand-
ing and deepening relationships', and clarifies 
the persons support systems and identifies how 
to build on this and strengthen friendships.

The	3rd	Window
‘These are my gifts, recognising and developing 
preferences’. This window presents some think-
ing tools for exploring and clarifying individual 
gifts.

The	4th	Window
‘This is my community: finding opportunities 
in community life’ and suggests ways of explor-
ing and learning about the local community by 
examining the routines of local community life.

The	5th	Window
‘This is my vision for a positive future, - develop-
ing a future vision’ and presents ideals for help-
ing a person to clarify their personal vision.

The	6th	Window
‘This is what I need to learn - understanding my 
struggle’. This window identifies what people 
need to learn to overcome obstacles. Rather 
than learning new skills, the focus is on learn-
ing more about the community, about systems 
and about oneself.

38 Person Centred Planning – a resource guide Helen Sanderson and Jackie Kilbane, 1999



Other person-centered approaches
John Butterworth and his colleagues in 
Connecticut developed Whole	Life	Planning 
(1993), a way to match planning procedures to 
the individual preferences of people with devel-
opmental disabilities seeking employment.

Ann and Rud Turnbull created Group Action 
Planning, adopting ideas from Personal Futures 
Planning and MAPS to empower families to 
plan, especially families who are concerned to 
srealise great expectations for family members 
with behavioral challenges.

Living	Well is a person-centered approach to 
support people to live well with a long-term 
condition. It also provides a structure to help 
people think about and plan for the end of life.

39 Example of Living Well workbook available at: http://www.helensandersonassociates.co.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2015/02/livingwell-hull.pdf

The Living Well workbook39 supports a conver-
sation to happen around a range of themes, 
including:

• Relationships;
• What makes a good and bad day;
• What is important to a person and how to 

best support them;
• What is working and not working in their life, 

and what they’d like to change;
• Wishes and desires for the future;
• End-of-life preferences; 
• How the person would like to be remem-

bered;
• What decisions will need to be made, and 

how the person must be involved.

Lifestyle	Development	Process is unique in that 
it adds interventions and outcome measures for 
evaluative purposes to the planning process. 

http://www.helensandersonassociates.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/livingwell-hull.pdf
http://www.helensandersonassociates.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/livingwell-hull.pdf
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Recommendations concerning DI 
procedures during transition
tailored to the Greek context
Legislative reform
• Abolish of institutionalisation by provision of 

law. Pass a law that explicitly states that the 
already existing institutions must be closed 
within a certain timeframe and new admis-
sions should be gradually banned. 

• Combat discrimination in all areas of the life 
of persons with disabilities and not only in 
the field of employment and occupation as it 
currently applies (law 4443/2016), to be in line 
with law 4488/2017 (article 74, par. 4)

• Abolish segregation of the education system 
for children with disabilities and promote 
inclusive education, starting from early 
childhood education and care according to 
the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons 
with Disabilities. Children with disabilities 
must not be placed in special education envi-
ronments (in which institutional culture also 
prevails), instead, they must be included in 
mainstream schools with adequate support. 

• Prohibit special schools to be built and run 
inside the institution’s premises. 

• Establish a single, accessible and inclusive 
system of vocational education, training, and 
lifelong learning, where persons with disabil-
ities will not be excluded and discriminated.

• Establish personal assistance legal schemes 
as a key element of independent living and 
participation in society for persons with disa-
bilities and older people.

• Establish the “supported employment” legal 
scheme to enable persons with disabilities to 
access the labour market.

• Establish a legislative framework for the 
following services, programs, and structures: 
family counseling and support centers, early 
intervention programs, independent living 
centers, host family programs for all persons 
with disabilities.

• Legally recognize and support informal 

carers and provide them with information 
and training, income support, work-life 
balance measures and respite services. 

• Support the implementation of the law 
4538/2018 which includes the provision 
Professional Foster Care in Greece. Profes-
sional Foster Care has been included in 
the latest law for Adoption and Foster care 
(law4538/2018), but the Joint Ministerial Deci-
sions concerning its implementation is still 
pending.

• Revisit the legal capacity legislation. There is 
no supported legal capacity status in Greece 
or criteria for deciding upon one’s legal 
capacity, and this results in people put under 
guardianship very easily and for all issues 
that concern their life.

• Arrange the legal status of children in order 
to know if foster care or adoption is in the 
best interest of the child. Often children are 
admitted to institutions and their parents 
maintain custody even if they have no contact 
with them or this is not in their best inter-
est40. As a result, they are not free for adop-
tion and age out of care having spent all their 
childhood in institutions. 

• Ensure a decent income through disability 
pensions and disability benefits for each indi-
vidual in transition. 

• Revisit legislation concerning the tasks 
of employees in institutions. Tasks are so 
narrowly defined that often therapists do not 
work with residents because it is not in their 
tasks to go search for the person who is in the 
schedule and no one available to bring them 
to therapy (which may be in the next building) 
or nurses claim it is not their job to keep the 
children occupied for example but just feed 
them, bathe them and give them their medi-
cation. This results in poor quality of service 
and bad human resources management. 

40 There are many cases where parents object to their children being placed in foster care or being adopted and no 
actions are taken towards the best interest of the child. This is particularly common when parents abandon their 
disabled child and keep custody (since there is no abuse involved) even when they have no contact with them at all. 
The devastating results of this malpractice are undeniable. 
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Policy Makers
• Start transition process only when strong 

commitment and the end goal are secured in 
order to avoid the creation of false expecta-
tions amongst the residents.

• Develop Local Action Plans for the social 
inclusion and independent living of persons 
with disabilities both by the Municipalities 
and the Regions, in collaboration with the 
National Confederation of Disabled People 
(NCDP), based on the National Action Plan for 
the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.

• Create a fully integrated network of struc-
tures and services at a municipality level. 
This should include the following struc-
tures and/or services: a) Family Counseling 
and Support Centers, b) Early Intervention 
Programs, c) Integrated Early Childhood 
Centers, d) Integrated Nursery Centers, e) 
“Help at Home” service program, f) Inde-
pendent Living Centers, g) Supported Living 
Homes (SYD),  h) Temporary Hosting Struc-
tures, i) Day Care Centers for Older people 
(KIFI), j) Day Care Centers for Persons with 
Disabilities (KDIF AmeA), k) Centres of Crea-
tive Activities for Children where children 
with mild disabilities can fully participate, 
l) Centers of Creative Activities targeted to 
Children with Disabilities, m) Implementa-
tion of supported employment programs, n) 
Social Cooperative Enterprises for vulnerable 
groups (see law 4430/2016).

• Coordinate and establish horizontal networks 
(together with the co-responsible Ministries) 
and vertical collaborations among the public 
sector, local governmental bodies, organisa-
tions of persons with disabilities, and other 
bodies of civil society.

• Establish an evaluation system responsible to 
measure the quality-of services. The evalua-
tion should rely on the use of indicators and 
procedures in which the representatives of 
persons with disabilities must actively partic-
ipate. The quality standards of the services 
provided must take into consideration the 
rights of persons with disabilities (accord-
ing to the UNCRPD) as well as the degree of 
choice and control of beneficiaries.  

• Address availability issues and lack of 
services including supported living arrange-

ments, personal assistants for independent 
living, services for teenagers with mental 
health issues or challenging behavior.

• Prioritise fostering children with disabilities. 
Fostering children with disabilities is a result 
of a relationship built between the child and 
the prospective foster parent. The platform 
currently used for linking candidate parents 
and children in need does not recognise 
relationships already established and the 
matching is done automatically for reasons 
of transparency. However, in the case of chil-
dren with disabilities there should be a way to 
link children with disabilities with prospec-
tive families directly when they express such 
an interest (provided they are suitable).  A 
separate database of candidates open to chil-
dren with disabilities or health issues may 
also be helpful. Before the use of the platform 
the social workers working with candidates 
also had an overview of the children they 
were hosting and were able to identify people 
open to fostering or adopting children with 
disabilities and to link them with specific 
children. This, sadly, is no longer an option. 
As a result, social workers in institutions are 
noticing that more children with disabilities 
and health issues are being left behind and 
not chosen by prospective parents.

• Secure and use European and National fund-
ing for the transitioning phase of the DI 
process.

• Hire adequately trained personnel, with 
proper academic background, create 
academic and career paths for care work-
ers to redress that in public institutions 
most staff is underqualified, with Secondary 
School or even only Primary School diploma. 

• Prohibit the placement of children with or 
without disabilities, adults with disabilities 
or older persons far from their place of origin 
and their network of people. Currently, when 
a child is removed from their family, he/she 
is placed in any institution in Greece with a 
vacancy. Also, young adults with disabilities 
are forced to change institutions when they 
become adults and often find themselves 
estranged from all their networks in another 
part of Greece.
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Managers
• Develop a deinstitutionalisation (DI) program 

for each residential care unit with concrete 
timetable and identified resources.

• Hire interdisciplinary groups trained specif-
ically for this process to work alongside 
existing staff members (due to understaffed 
institutions in Greece). 

• Identify training needs of personnel. 
• Develop of a complaints’ procedures for 

service users as a safe space to speak. Often 
persons in institutional care do not speak up 
for themselves since their whole life relies on 
staff and they fear vindictiveness when criti-
cising their way of working and the services 
they receive.  

• Adopt standard procedures to mitigate risk 
and responsibility of carers. Helping people 
be safe and happy requires thought and 
effort. One of the traps of the current system 
of planning is that we determine how people 
can be safe before we explore/examine what 
they require to be happy. We forget that there 
is no such thing as a risk-free life!

• Actual or virtual study visits to countries 
that have achieved deinstitutionalisation and 
networking with managers that have already 
led the process in their countries.

Staff
• Organise study visits for staff workers to 

learn from best practice in other countries.
• Reconnect residents with families and 

friends – Institutions in Greece do not fonder 
resident- parent relationships, which is bene-
ficial for the quality of life of the service users 
and create allies in the change41. 

• Work with local communities to create posi-
tive engagement and avoid that the local 
population make it difficult for former resi-
dents of institutions, shying away from them, 
ignoring them, or even resorting to verbal 
and physical violence42. 

• Start with or at least don’t exclude children 
and adults with complex support needs. DI 
plans often focus on the more functional chil-
dren and adults excluding people labelled 
as difficult or severely disabled. This poses 
a direct risk of maintaining two parallel 
systems and never closing institutions43. 

• Arrange Disability Assessment (KEPA) for 
all children to be entitled to benefits when 
placed in alternative settings. 

• Organise visits to Community settings to 
ensure that residents make an informed 
decision.

• Prepare residents for being able to communi-
cate and empowered to make choices. 

• Maximise opportunities for inclusion in 
Community settings through leisure and 
educational activities (Volunteers’ crucial 
role in this)

• Provide all residents with IDs

Advocates
• Document peoples’ stories in Greece. Advo-

cates can often make their point most power-
fully through the personal stories of people 
who have lived in institutions, in the words 
of the person if at all possible, and/or of 
family members who are pleased with life in 
the community for their loved one. In Greek 
community, the myth of needed and even 
appreciated institutions still prevails. 

• Focus on community commitment building.

41 One mother with mental health issues had abandoned her two daughters in an institution for babies. She was 
under the impression that both would be put up for adoption. She was timely informed that one daughter was later 
placed in a private institution and collaborated with them and kept contact with her. She only learnt the whereabouts 
of her other daughter 9 years after she had been admitted in a public institution for children with disabilities. At that 
point the social workers of the institution decided it would not be in the child’s best interest to meet her mother and to 
this day ignores her existence. 
42 The first time the residents of the institution in Lechaina went to the town square and sat at a local cafeteria 
accompanied by volunteers inhabitants of the village demanded the cafeteria to throw away the glasses they had 
drunk out of! 
43 A great argument to convince people that everyone can be included in society is the ‘functional twin’ argument. 
For every person in an institution that we can not imagine living in the community there are many ‘functional twins’ 
already living full lives in the community!
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Conclusions
Adopting person-centered methodologies when 
preparing people for the move from institu-
tional to community-based settings is a key 
element for the transition as it challenges the 
basic wrongdoings of institutions that have left 
people unheard and isolated for decades.
 
Accepting segregated settings hidden from soci-
ety behind walls and gates as a suitable envi-
ronment for entire groups of people equals to 
dehumanizing them and ignoring basic human 
needs and rights. 

 
If policy makers, managers and society at large 
make this realisation and if staff in institutional 
settings genuinely tune in to each person’s 
desires, hopes and fears and strongly believe 
in their inherent dignity and right to make 
choices, moving people to community settings 
will be the only true and acceptable option. 
Deinstitutionalisation will then come as a natu-
ral consequence of actually seeing all people 
equal and worthy of living full lives in society.
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